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that this conclusion too has a strict experience for

its basis; and that, notwithstanding that the prin

ciple has been given up by Stewart as is evident

from his following reply to Hume's argument.

"The argument as is manifest proceeds entirely

on the supposition that our inferences of design are

in every case the result of experience, the con.

trary of which has been already sufficiently shown

'-and which indeed (as Dr. Reid has remarked)

if it be admitted as a general truth, leads to this

conclusion-that no man can have any evidence

of the existence of any intelligent being but him

self."
*

" Stewart's Philosophy of the Moral and Active Powers, Vol.

II. p. 25.
In this treatise Mr. Stewart has rather presented the opinions

of others, than come forth in propria persona with any sustained

pleading of his own; and, as in most of his other performances,
instead of grappling with the que!tion, he presents us with the
literature of the question.-made up of history therefore rather
than of argument, and altogether composing but the outline
of what had been said or reasoned by other men, though ac

companied with a very few slight yet elegant touches from his
own hand. We by no means agree with those who think of
this interesting personage, that, considering the few substantive
additions which he made to philosophy, he therefore as a philo
sopher had gained an unfair reputation. It is true, he has not
added much to the treasures of science; yet, in virtue of a
certain halo which by the glow of his eloquence and the purity
and nobleness of his sentiments he threw around the cause, he

abundantly sustained the honours of it. It reminds us of what
is often realized in the higher walks of society, when certain
men vastly inferior to others both in family and in fortune, do, in
virtue of a certain lofty bearing in which they are upheld by
the consciousness of a grace and a dignity that natively belong
to them, not usurp the highest place in fashion, but have that
place most readily awarded to them by the spontaneous consent
and testimony of all. It was thus with Stewart in the world of
letters. His rank and reputation there were not owing either to
the, umber, or importance of the discoveries achieved by him.
lint he had what many discoverers have not. Ho had the su..
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